
Job Futures Website

Job Futures (www.jobfutures.ca) is a Canadian government website that provides information about 300 occupational
groups. For each occupation, you can learn about average earnings, job duties, unemployment and education
requirements. The strength of this website is that it provides up-to-date information about the work prospects
or employment outlook for each occupation. This information can help you decide what kind of work to look for. 

Under the work prospects section you can find information about the factors that affect how easy or hard it is to
find work in different occupations. These factors include economic conditions and demand in different areas of
Canada for workers in that occupation. 

The example below shows the 2009 work prospects for Dental Assistants. You can search the website for
information by sector, by education level or by the NOC code.

At Work provides information about the main duties that Dental Assistants perform, related
occupations, and links to related job titles and the NOC description.

Education, Training, and Experience provides information about the educational requirements
of the occupation, and related soft skills.

Work Prospects provides information about earnings, unemployment, and factors that contribute
to the work prospects for this occupation.

Important Facts provides demographic and earnings information.

Source: Service Canada Job Futures: http://www.jobfutures.ca/noc/3411.shtml. Extracted August 4, 2009.
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Job Futures Website (Cont.)

1 The following phrases come from the Job Futures website. Using your own words, explain what 
they mean.

1. licensing is mandatory 

2. rate of wage growth is below average

3. employment outlook is fair

4. earnings are close to national average

5. work prospects will continue to be good

6. retirement rate will likely be average

7. the number of job seekers will likely match the number of job openings

2 Refer to the chart from the Job Futures website on the previous page to answer the questions below.

1. Describe how the average earnings for this occupation compare to the average earnings for 
all occupations. 

2. Describe how the average unemployment rate for this occupation compares to the average
unemployment rate for all occupations.

3. Do you think someone would have a good chance of finding a job in this occupation in 2010? Why?

3� Go to the home page of the Job Futures website (www.jobfutures.ca). Click on I want to be …
Then, select Browse Occupations by … Alphabet. Find Dental Assistants and click on the
corresponding NOC code. Access the information in each tab and answer the questions below. 

At Work

1. How many duties are listed for dental assistants? List three of them. 

2. What are some related job titles?

3. What is the NOC code for dental assistants?

4. Where in Canada are the highest concentrations of dental assistants?
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Job Futures Website (Cont.)

Education, Training and Experience

5. Is this a licensed occupation?

6. What are the educational requirements?

7. What skills are useful in this occupation?

8. Which educational program is most relevant to this occupation?

Work Prospects

9. Why are the work prospects rated good for this occupation (list three reasons)?

Important Facts

10. What is the average hourly wage for a dental assistant who is 30 years old?

11. How does it compare to the average hourly wage for all occupations?

12. What is the percentage of part-time workers in this occupation?

13. How does this compare to all occupations?

14. What is the percentage of workers in this occupation who are self-employed?

15. Have you read any other information about dental assistants that you found interesting or that
surprised you? 

4� On the Job Futures website, read the information about an occupation that interests you. 
Prepare a short presentation and present it to the class. The following questions can guide you.

1. What are the main duties in this occupation?

2. What are the educational requirements?

3. What are the work prospects (hourly wages, unemployment rates)?

4. What are some interesting facts about this occupation?
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